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Abstract: In grinding, interaction between the workpiece material and rotating abrasive tool gener-
ates high thermo-mechanical loads in the contact zone. If these loads reach critically high values,
workpiece material properties deteriorate. To prevent the material deterioration, several models for
thermomechanical analysis of grinding processes have been developed. In these models, the source
of heat flux is usually considered as uniform in the temperature distribution calculation. However, it
is known that heat flux in grinding is generated from frictional heating as well as plastic deformation
during the interaction between workpiece material and each grain from the tool. To consider these
factors in a future coupled thermomechanical model specifically for the process of gear generating
grinding, an investigation of the mechanical load distribution during interaction between grain and
workpiece material considering the process kinematics is first required. This work aims to investigate
the influence of process parameters as well as grain shape on the distribution of the mechanical
loads along a single-grain in gear generating grinding. For this investigation, an adaptation of a
single-grain energy model considering the chip formation mechanisms is proposed. The grinding
energy as well as normal force can be determined either supported by measurements or solely based
on prediction models.

Keywords: grinding; mechanical loads; modeling

1. Introduction

Generating gear grinding is a hard finishing process mainly used to meet the high
requirements for gears in terms of geometry and surface quality [1]. During grinding, a
major percentage of the generated energy is converted into heat [2]. The generated heat
is distributed mainly into four regions: Environment, tool (grinding worm), chip, and
workpiece, middle of Figure 1. Depending on the process condition, a fraction of 60–90% of
the generated heat can flow into the workpiece [3]. This fraction of generated heat leads to
high temperatures in the contact zone, which can cause thermal damages in the workpiece
such as metallurgical phase transformations and undesirable residual stress profiles [4,5].

In order to better understand and control the part of the generated heat that flows
into the workpiece, it is first necessary to specify the according energy partition. In the
work of Hahn it was established that the removal of material by each grain of the grinding
tool during the process is performed during three different phases: Friction, plowing, and
shearing [6,7]. Each of these phases contributes in a singular way to the partition of energy
that goes to the workpiece [5,7]. From heat transfer considerations it was shown that almost
all the energy generated in the friction phase was conducted as heat to the workpiece [5].
In addition, only a fraction of the complete energy generated in the plowing phase was
conducted to the workpiece [5]. Regarding the energy generated in the shearing phase,
it was shown that about 45% of this energy was conducted as heat to the workpiece [5].
The energy generated in each of the three phases of material removal is significantly
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influenced by characteristics of the grinding process such as process parameters, grinding
tool specification, and workpiece material. Therefore, understanding the energy generation
in each of the three phases of material removal is an important tool not only for the control
of heat partition to the workpiece but also for the definition of a suitable process design.
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In this work, an adaptation of a single-grain energy model considering the chip
formation mechanisms is proposed. The adaptation will be performed on an already
existing single-grain model and based on the use of data obtained from experimental
trials. One of the measurement values obtained from experimental trials which will be
used for the single-grain energy adaptation is the normal force. The grinding energy as
well as the normal force can be determined either supported by measurements or solely
based on prediction models. In previous research, a model for the calculation of normal
force was presented, taking into consideration the tool topography for the process of
generating gear grinding [8]. In the future, the normal force model developed in [8] can
be used as an input for the adapted single-grain energy model developed in the current
work. Ultimately, prediction and analysis of the energy in grinding considering the chip
formation mechanisms can lead to better understanding of the generated heat flowing into
the workpiece and to a better process design.

For the development of a procedure for single-grain energy modeling considering
chip formation mechanisms, it is first essential to comprehend the existing models and
verify their advantages as well as their limitations. The modeling of the chip formation
mechanisms in a grinding energy model can be very challenging due to the partition of the
different influencing factors involved. Therefore, a careful look into the existing models
is required.

1.1. Classical Energy Models

The interaction between the grains of the grinding tool and the workpiece during
grinding is very complex due to the singularities of the process [9]. An analysis of the
cutting mechanisms of one grain during the process shows that the thickness of the removed
material changes according to the position of the grain in the contact zone [10,11]. At the
end of the contact zone, the grain engagement is maximum, producing maximum chip
thickness. Due to the change in the chip thickness in addition to the very small chips
produced, cutting mechanisms for conventional cutting with a defined cutting edge cannot
be used to explain the cutting mechanisms occurring in grinding processes [11]. The cutting
mechanisms occurring during the chip formation in grinding with a single grain can be
divided into three phases: Friction, plowing, and shearing (upper right of Figure 2) [6].
The starting location of each of the three phases is defined according to the grain depth of
cut along the contact length [12].
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The first chip formation mechanism refers to the energy required to overcome friction
between grain and workpiece. Due to this, this mechanism is called friction and it occurs
throughout the entire engagement between grain and workpiece. The friction mechanism
considers only the elastic deformation during the material removal [6,10]. If the grain
depth of cut increases to a critical value, the second mechanism, plowing, begins. Plowing
energy refers to the energy required to deform and plow material. The plowing mechanism
occurs up to a certain critical depth until the end of the contact length and it considers the
plastic deformation during the material removal [6,10]. Further increasing the grain depth
of cut until a critical value, the third mechanism, shearing, begins. Shearing energy refers
to the energy required to form the chip and it considers the chip formation by means of the
material shearing [6,10].

In the past years, several models for the analysis of energy in grinding process based
on the three phases of chip formation mechanisms have been developed. Kopalinsky, for
example, developed a two-dimensional analytical model for grain material removal and
friction by approximating the active abrasive grains as small orthogonal cutting tools with
negative rake angles [13]. The model was able to estimate the contribution of friction of
dull grains on the grinding forces. Park et al. proposed a predictive model of grinding force
considering plowing and shearing forces [14]. Friction, or sliding force, were not considered
in their model. The plowing force was considered based on Brinell hardness indentation
tests and the shearing force was considered based on the Merchant theory. The model
was able to predict the total grinding power in cylindrical grinding. Durgumahanti et al.
developed a grinding force model considering the effect of friction and plowing force [15].
A series of empirical coefficients were introduced and determined experimentally for both
frictional force component and plowing force component. It was shown that the plowing
force becomes more predominant at very low depths of cut.

Linke et al. proposed a simplified distributed grain model, incorporating the three
phases of material removal depending on engagement depth [3]. The calculation of energy
of each of the three phases was performed based on analytical models and literature studies.
The model developed by Linke et al. is comparable to other models from the literature, with
the advantage of being able to be applied to grinding processes with different kinematics [3].
Due to these two characteristics, simplicity and flexibility to different process kinematics,
the model proposed by Linke et al. will be further analyzed in the current work. The basis
of energy model proposed by Linke et al. is shown in Equation (1) [3]. The calculation of
total single-grain energy consists of the sum of the energies of each of the three phases of
chip formation mechanisms: Friction, plowing, and shearing.

Etotal =
∫ ae

0
Efr(t)dt +

∫ ae

Tpl

Epl(t)dt +
∫ ae

Tsh

Esh(t)dt (1)
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where

• Etotal is the total grinding energy [J]
• Efr is the friction energy [J]
• Epl is the plowing energy [J]
• Esh is the shearing energy [J]
• ae is the depth of cut [mm]
• t is the time [s]
• Tpl is the critical depth of cut for plowing [mm]
• Tsh is the critical depth of cut for shearing [mm]

Next, an individual energy model for each phase of chip formation is determined. The
calculation for the friction energy Efr is shown in the Equation (2). The friction energy Efr
is calculated as the product of contact length lc and grain normal force Fn,grain. The grain
normal force can be obtained by means of force models or measurements of experimental
trials. The contact length lc represents the distance of the entire engagement between
grain and workpiece. As already established before, the friction energy Efr happens along
the entire engagement between grain and workpiece. Due to this, the integral for Efr is
calculated from 0, beginning of contact, until ae, end of contact.

Efr =
∫ ae

0
Fn,grain·lc(t)dt (2)

where

• Efr is the friction energy [J]
• ae is the depth of cut [mm]
• Fn,grain is the normal force per grain [mm]
• lc is the contact length [m]

In simplified models, the calculation of the plowing energy is approximated to the
indentation hardness H of the material being plowed [3,12]. However, this approximation
is not entirely suitable for the grain engagement because it does not consider the grain
shape. Therefore, an adaptation of the energy model was performed by Linke et al. in their
model [3]. In Equation (3) it is shown that the plowing energy is calculated from the area
of displacement Apl multiplied by the material hardness H and the contact length lc. The
integral for Epl is calculated from critical depth of cut for plowing Tpl until ae, end of grain
engagement. In their work, Jiang et al. investigated the critical depth of cut for plowing
Tpl based on the Hertz contact theory [12]. It was shown that plowing begins at a depth
of cut so small that Tpl can be approximated to 0. In this work the critical depth of cut for
plowing Tpl will be considered as 0.

Epl =
∫ ae

Tpl

Apl(t)·H·lc(t)dt (3)

where

• Epl is the plowing energy [J]
• ae is the depth of cut [mm]
• Tpl is the critical depth of cut for plowing [mm]
• Apl is the plowing contact [mm2]
• H is the hardness [N/mm2]
• lc is the contact length [m]

Next, the energy fraction for shearing is defined, Equation (4). The calculation of the
shear energy Esh is performed by the multiplication between the shear strength S, sheared
cross-sectional area and contact length lc. The cross-sectional area is calculated from the
grain width bcu multiplied by the shear height hshear. The integral for Esh is calculated
from critical depth of cut for shearing Tsh until ae, end of grain engagement. In this work,
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the critical depth of cut for shearing Tsh will be defined as 2.5% of the cutting depth ae,
according to the work of Jiang et al. [12].

Esh =
∫ ae

Tsh

S·bcu·hshear·lc(t)dt (4)

where

• Esh is the shearing energy [J]
• Tsh is the critical depth of cut for shearing [mm]
• S is the shear strength [MPa]
• bcu is the grain width [mm]
• hsh is the shear height [mm]
• lc is the contact length [m]

The model developed by Linke et al. presents a simple and flexible solution for single-
grain total energy Etotal modeling, considering all the chip formation mechanisms [3].
The input parameters for the model can be obtained from the literature as well as from
experimental trials or process simulation tools. Therefore, the model was selected to be
further analyzed in the current work.

1.2. Objective

The understanding of each chip formation mechanism influence on the energy gener-
ated in grinding is important to better understand and control the part of the generated heat
that flows into the workpiece. The objective of the current work is presented in Figure 3.
The main objective of the work is the adaptation of a single-grain energy model considering
contributions of specific energies from chip formation mechanisms. The research will be
focused on the investigation of the single-grain energy model developed by Linke et al.
and its adaptation by means of the consideration of results obtained from experimental
single-grain trials, Figure 3. In order to achieve the objective proposed, the current work
will be divided into 3 phases, Figure 3. In Phase 1, single-grain trials will be conducted, con-
sidering the influence of process parameters and grains shape. In Phase 2, the single-grain
energy model from Linke will be adapted by means of the development of a procedure
based on the results obtained from single-grain experimental trials. In Phase 3, the results
of the adapted single-grain energy model will be analyzed and compared to the energy
calculated from the force measurements obtained from the single-grain experimental trials.
In the end, a validation of the adapted single-grain energy model is expected to be obtained.
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2. Materials and Methods

In order to be able to consider the influence of process parameters and grains shape in
the model in phase 1, experimental trials were conducted. The trials were performed based
on the single-grain trials executed in the research presented in previous works [8]. In the
current experimental trial, a more detailed investigation of the grain shape was performed
in comparison to the trials previously performed.

The trials were performed on a surface grinding machine Blohm 6000, Figure 4.
Corundum grains with a grit size of F80 were used. The single grain was placed in a holder,
bottom of Figure 4. The holder was fixed in a screw, which was fixed in an aluminum
wheel with diameter of ds = 400 mm, simulating a surface grinding wheel. For each test
point of the design of experiments, a new grain was used.
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Figure 4. Description of experimental procedure and design of experiment.

For the trials, the workpiece was a block with length of l = 100 mm, width of b = 70 mm,
and height of h = 39 mm, of case hardened 20MnCr5 with 60 HRC. The workpiece was pre-
ground in order to obtain a smoother surface (Ra = 0.15 µm and Rz = 1.18 µm). The work-
piece was fixed on the top of a measurement platform of piezoelectric sensors from Minidyn
9256C1 type from the company Kistler Instruments, with a sample rate of f = 1 MHz, for
the assessment of normal force during the trials. The single-grain trials represented a
surface grinding process with only one grain. In the single-grain trials two factors were
varied, axial feed rate vf and grain shape. The axial feed rate was varied was varied in two
levels, vf1 = 2148 mm/min and vf2 = 1074 mm/min. The cutting speed was kept constant
at vc = 45 m/s

In addition, the grains shape was also analyzed in terms of cutting angles, lower right
of Figure 4. The cutting angles from the grains were determined by means of measurements
with a confocal microscope of the company Keyence, model VK-X 100. Four types of grain
shapes were analyzed, described as a, b, c, and d, in the right of Figure 4. The grain shapes
a and b vary the opening angle α, while keeping the apex angle β constant. The grain
shapes c and d vary the apex angle β while keeping the opening angle α constant. In this
way, the influence of the grain shape in terms of grain cutting angle on the results of the
adapted energy model were verified.

Adaptation of Energy Model

Next, the adaptation of the Linke single-grain energy model was performed in Phase 2.
First, the calculation of the friction energy Efr was analyzed. As already established, Efr
is calculated as the product of normal force Fn and contact length lc. Efr was calculated
following three steps, left of Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Modeling of friction energy.

The first step was the calculation of the kinematic contact length lc, applying the
formula shown in the upper middle of Figure 5 [16]. In the second step, the force measure-
ments from the single-grain trials were analyzed, upper right of Figure 5. Each peak in
the force measurement corresponds to one engagement, of the grain with the workpiece.
Considering the process parameters used in the single-grain trial, the duration required for
the grain to go through the entire contact length lc was calculated. This duration helped to
define the beginning and the end of the contact length in the force curve, as shown in the
right of Figure 5. The end of the contact length lc is always at one peak point in the force
measurement. The third step for the calculation of friction energy Efr was the discretization
of the contact length lc according to the number of points from the force measurement
within the grain engagement duration n. This step is explained at the bottom of Figure 5.
The discretization of the contact length lc was performed in order to calculate the integral
of the friction energy Efr. After the execution of the three steps, the friction energy Efr could
be calculated.

Next, the calculation of the plowing energy Epl was analyzed. As already established,
Epl was calculated as the product of plowing area Apl, the contact length lc and the material
hardness H. In the same way as in the calculation of the friction energy Efr, the contact
length also needs to be discretized for the integral calculation of the plowing energy Epl.
For obvious reasons, the same contact length lc discretization used in Efr was also used
for Epl. Therefore, only one extra step was required for the calculation of the plowing
energy Epl, the calculation of plowing area Apl. A description of the plowing energy Epl
calculation as well as of the plowing area Apl calculation can be found in Figure 6.

The plowing area Apl is defined as the area of displacement during the grain engage-
ment. For simplification of calculation, the plowing area Apl can be represented by the
grain cross-section area, which it is assumed to be the area of displacement during the
grain engagement. Originally, the grain cross-section area can be determined by means
of measurements of the grain profile in cutting speed direction with confocal microscope.
However, due to the uncertainty in the positioning of the grain in the grinding machine for
the single-grain experimental trial, the grain profile in cutting speed direction measured
with the microscope might differ from the actual grain profile from the experimental trials.
In order to reduce the influence of this uncertainty on the determination of the plowing
area Apl, the calculation of plowing area Apl considers not only the grain profile in cutting
speed but also the grain scratch profile in the workpiece, upper right of Figure 6. The
grain scratch profile is determined by means of measurement of the grain scratch with the
confocal microscope. The grain scratch profile and the grain profile are analyzed in terms of
their cross-section area and a factor q is determined by means of the average between both
cross-section areas. The factor q, representing the average between both cross-section areas
analyzed, is used as the plowing area Apl for the calculation of the plowing energy Epl. In
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the same way as the contact length lc, the plowing area Apl needs to be discretized for the
integral calculation of the plowing energy Epl. The calculation of the discretized plowing
area Apl was performed according to the resolution points n in the force measurements
within the grain engagement duration. The calculation of the discretized plowing area
Apl was performed with the support of a routine written in the software MATLAB. The
routine required as input a 2D profile of the grain scratch, the factor q and the number n of
discretization points, lower right of Figure 6. The output of the routine was the plowing
area Apl for each discretization point along the contact length, as displayed in the lower
right of Figure 6. At the beginning of the grain engagement (beginning of the contact length
lc) the grain scratch cross-section area is at its minimum value. As the grain approaches
the end of the engagement (end of contact length lc), the chip thickness increases as well
as the grain scratch cross-section area. At the end of the grain engagement, the grain
scratch cross-section area is at its maximum value. After the execution of calculation of the
discretized plowing area, the plowing energy Epl could be calculated.
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Next, the calculation of the shearing energy Esh was analyzed. As already established,
Esh is calculated as the product of shear force Fshear, and the contact length lc, Figure 7. The
same contact length lc discretization used in Efr and Epl was also used for Esh. The shear
force Fshear is calculated by the product of the shear strength S, grain width bcu and shear
height hshear. The calculation of shear height hshear is shown on the upper right of Figure 7.
Differently from the other two energies calculated so far, Efr and Epl, the integral for the
shearing energy Esh calculation does not begin at 0. It begins at the critical depth of cut
for shearing Tsh, defined as 2.5% of the cutting depth ae, according to the work of Jiang
et al. [10]. The shear height hshear was calculated dividing the chip thickness hcu by the
sine of shear angle Φ. According to Brown the shear angle Φ is calculated based on the
friction angle and grain rake angle [17]. The friction angle is calculated as the arctangent of
the friction coefficient of the contact between grain and workpiece [16]. In this report, the
grain rake angle was measured with the confocal microscope. With the values of friction
angle and grain rake angle, the shear angle Φ was calculated, and ultimately, the shear
height hshear was calculated. For the calculation of shear force Fshear, the next step is to
calculate the grain width bcu. The grain width bcu is calculated based on the single-grain
scratch profile, as shown on the lower right of Figure 7.

For the calculation of the grain width bcu, the MATLAB routine used for the deter-
mination of the plowing area Apl, shown on the calculation of plowing energy Epl, was
adapted. In this adaptation, the grain width bcu is calculated from the measured 2D profile
of the grain scratch, as shown in Figure 7. In addition, in the same way as the contact
length lc, the grain width bcu needs to be discretized for the integral calculation of the
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shearing energy Esh. The calculation of the discretized grain width was also performed by
the MATLAB routine already mentioned.
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3. Results
3.1. Validation of the Adapted Energy Model

After the execution of the experimental single-grain trials and the implementation of
the results on the adapted Linke single-grain energy model, the validation of the model is
shown in this topic, according to the phase 3. The validation of the adapted energy model
was performed by means of the comparison between the total energy Etotal, calculated with
the adapted Linke energy model, Equation (1), and the grinding energy Egri, calculated
from the force measurements obtained from the single-grain experimental trials. In general,
energy can be described by the product of power P and time t [18]. Power P can be simply
described as the product of total force F and cutting speed vc. Therefore, the calculation
of the grinding energy Egri was performed by the product of the measured total force Fc,
the cutting speed vc and the contact time tk, as shown in Equation (5) [18]. All these three
parameters were obtained in the experimental single-grain trials.

Egri = Fc·vc·tk (5)

where

• Egri is the grinding energy [J]
• Fc is the total force [N]
• vc is the cutting speed [m/s]
• tk is the contact time [s]

Comparing the results obtained from the adapted Linke single-grain energy model to
the grinding energy Egri, a direct comparison between the results of the adapted energy
model and the measurements of the single grain trials is possible. In the right side of
Figure 8, two diagrams are shown, with five energy curves during the grain engagement
time. The curves represent the three energies of each of the three phases of chip formation
mechanisms (friction, plowing, and shearing), the total energy Etotal (which is the sum of
the individual energies of the three phases) and the grinding energy Egri. All the energy
curves, with exception of the grinding energy Egri, were calculated using the method
explained in topic 2.1 based on the adapted Linke single-grain energy model.

In both diagrams at the upper right of Figure 8, representing Trials 1 and 2, a good
correlation between the grinding energy Egri and the total energy Etotal was found. Only at
the end of the curve, a small difference between both energies was observed, and the total
energy Etotal was slightly higher than the grinding energy Egri. The difference between the
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total energy Etotal and the grinding energy Egri can be attributed to the plowing and/or
shearing energies. For the calculation of plowing and shearing energy, an assumption was
made regarding the calculation of the grain cross-section area and grain width. Although
this assumption has advantages, it might also induce to small errors, which are seen in
the end of the energy curves in the diagrams of Figure 8. The adapted Linke single-grain
model is suitable for the calculation of energy during single-grain processes.
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Trials 1 and 2 were performed with the same process parameters, with exception of the
grain shape. The grain shape has a significant influence on the contact conditions between
grain and workpiece, in terms of grain cross-section area and grain width. These two
parameters, grain cross-section area and grain width, were considered in the calculations
of plowing and shearing energy phases. In the following topic, the response of the adapted
Linke single-grain energy model to different grain shapes will be further analyzed. In
addition, it is known that process parameters can have an influence on the forces during the
grinding process, and, consequently, on the process energy. Therefore, the in the following
topic, the adapted Linke single-grain energy model will also be further analyzed regarding
the influence of process parameters.

3.2. Application of the Adapted Energy Model

After the validation of the adapted Linke single-grain energy model showed in the
topic before, an investigation of the model was performed, considering the influence the
grain shape as well as the process parameter of axial feed rate on each individual energy
of the chip formation mechanism. In the experimental trials, grain shape as well as axial
feed rate vf were varied. In this topic, the verification of the adapted Linke energy model
response regarding the variation of grain shape and axial feed rate is performed.

The influence of the grains shape on the results of the adapted energy model was the
first to be analyzed. The shape of the grains was determined in terms of opening angle α

and apex angle β. The influence of the opening angle α was first analyzed, as shown in
Figure 9 Two types of opening angle α were investigated. The grains with a high value of
opening angle α were called “Grain shape a” and the grains with a low value of opening
angle α were called “Grain shape b”, left of Figure 9, The apex angle β was kept constant.

On the right of Figure 9, diagrams for energy of each chip formation mechanism
calculated by the adapted Linke single-grain energy model are shown. The dashed lines
represent the energy calculated for “Grain shape a”, and the full lines represents the energy
calculated for “Grain shape b”. It was observed that the alteration in the opening angle
α had a small on the total energy Etotal. The increase of the opening angle α caused a
slight decrease in the total energy Etotal. Friction as well as plowing energy did not show
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significant influence of the opening angle α. On the other hand, it was observed that an
increase in the opening angle caused a slight decrease of the shearing energy Esh. For both
grain shapes, a good correlation between calculated energy Etotal and grinding energy Egri
was found.
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Figure 9. Influence of opening angle α on the energy of each chip formation mechanism.

Next, the influence of the apex angle β was analyzed, as shown in Figure 10 Two
types of apex angle β were investigated. The grains with a high value of apex angle β were
called “Grain shape d” and the grains with a low value of apex angle β were called “Grain
shape c”, left of Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Influence of apex angle β on the energy of each chip formation mechanism.

In the test showed in Figure 10, the opening angle α was kept constant. In the diagrams
from Trials 2, right of Figure 10, it was observed that the variation in the apex angle β had
a slight influence especially on the plowing energy Epl. The increase of the apex angle β

caused a slight increase in the plowing energy Epl. Ultimately, the increase of the apex
angle β caused a slight increase in the total energy Etotal as well. The variation in the
grain shape in terms of cutting angles, opening angle α and apex angle β, showed a slight
influence on the energies calculated by the adapted energy model. Therefore, the adapted
Linke single-grain energy model was able to provide suitable results under variation of the
grain shape.
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Next, the influence of axial feed rate vf on the results of the adapted Linke energy
model was analyzed, as shown in Figure 11. Two values of axial feed rate were analyzed,
vf = 2148 mm/min and vf = 1074 mm/min. In the diagrams presented at the right of
Figure 11 it was observed that an increase in the axial feed rate vf resulted in an increase in
the grinding energy Egri. This result was also detected for the total energy Etotal, calculated
with the adapted energy model. It was also observed that an increase in the axial feed rate
vf resulted in an increase in friction energy Efr. It is established in the literature that an
increase of the axial feed rate vf for grinding processes causes an increase in the normal
force. Because the calculation of the friction energy Efr took into consideration the normal
force, it is expected to see the increase of the friction energy Efr due to an increase of the
axial feed rate. Regarding the plowing energy Epl, it was observed that an increase in the
axial feed rate vf also lead to an increase in the plowing energy Epl. The same behavior was
also observed for the shearing energy Esh. This result is expected because the calculation
of both plowing and shearing energies considered geometric characteristics of the grain
engagements such as contact length and chip thickness. These geometric characteristics are
directly influenced by the variation of the axial feed rate vf.
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Figure 11. Influence of feed rate on the energy of each chip formation mechanism.

In this topic, the response of the adapted Linke single-grain energy model regarding
variation in the grain shape and process parameters was analyzed. The adapted energy
model was able to provide sensible results in face of variation of both grain shape and
process parameters. In addition, the energy calculated with the adapted energy model
was comparable with the grinding energy Egri calculated from the force measurements
obtained from single-grain experimental trials for all test points.

4. Conclusions

In order to better understand and control the part of the generated heat that flows
into the workpiece during grinding process, it is necessary to calculate the grinding energy
considering the different phases of chip formation mechanisms. The objective of this work
was to predict the energy generated by the three occurring chip formation mechanisms
friction, plowing and shearing during the process of grinding. This objective was reached
by adapting the existing energy model from Linke by means of the results of single-grain
trials. With the aid of the adapted energy model, the course of the friction, plowing and
shearing energy over the chip thickness can be predicted for grinding of case hardened
steel with a corundum grain.

The first task of this work was the execution of experimental single-grain trials. In
the trials, different grain shapes and process parameters in terms of axial feed rate were
investigated. Next, a research for a suitable single-grain energy model which considers
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the different chip formation mechanisms was performed. The single-grain energy model
developed by Linke was selected, due to its simplicity and flexibility to different grinding
processes kinematics. In the Linke single-grain energy model, the energy of each phase
of the chip formation mechanisms was modelled separately and the total energy was
the sum of the individual phase energies. Next, an adaptation of the Linke single-grain
energy model based on the implementation of data obtained from experimental single-
grain trials. This adaptation required: Evaluation of force measurements, calculation and
discretization of contact length, calculation of grain cross-section area from the grain scratch
and calculation of the grain width from the grain scratch.

In order to validate the adapted single-grain energy model, grinding energy Egri was
calculated out of the measured cutting force. The calculation of grinding energy Egri was
performed based on the general concept of energy calculation, using the measurements
of the experimental trials as an input. A good correlation between grinding energy Egri
and the energy calculated with the adapted Linke energy model was found. The influence
of grain shape as well as axial feed rate on the results given by the adapted single-grain
energy model was also investigated. It was observed that the variation in the grain shape
did not have a strong influence on the energy. On the other hand, the variation in axial
feed rate had not only influence on the total energy Etotal, but also in the energy of each
chip formation mechanism. This result was expected according to the calculation methods
used for the determination of each of the energies.

According to the results showed in this work, the adapted Linke single-grain energy
model was suitable for the calculation of single-grain energy considering the contributions
of the different chip formation mechanisms. For the future, further developments need to be
performed for the application of the adapted single-grain energy model on the calculation
of the energy of generating gear grinding process. Important inputs of the adapted single-
grain energy model such as contact length, grain cross-section area and grain width need
to adapted for the special contact conditions induced by the kinematics of generating gear
grinding process. In addition, investigations regarding the micro-interaction of several
grains in the grinding contact zone for the process of generating gear grinding needs to
be performed. This investigation will provide the possibility of applying the adapted
single-grain energy model developed in this work on each of the grains engaging in the
material at the grinding contact zone. Ultimately, a better understanding of the energy
during the generating gear grinding process will be possible.
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